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Why you Can’t afford to Ignore SCrIptS

The role of PPC professional is a 24 hour, 7 day a week responsibility. There are so 

many things to accomplish from compiling reports, to changing bids, and testing 

ad copy. The challenge is how to get everything completed yet still have time to 

focus on developing strategies that bring continual growth to your paid search 

campaigns. Fortunately, Adwords scripts provide the flexibility to make your PPC 

program easier to manage while at the same time providing the deep insights 

needed to build those strategies that bring sustainable account growth.

Want to automate routine tasks or reports? Adwords scripting allows you to do this. 

In addition to just automating tasks, scripting provides the functionality to achieve 

more strategic objectives such as linking Adwords to 3rd party or back-end systems 

without having to open an API. All that is needed to get started is an entry-level 

understanding of JavaScript.

Let’s explore in detail some key areas where scripts can benefit your account and 

why you should not put off using them.

automated reportIng

Pay-per-Click professionals spend countless hours compiling data and preparing 

reports. Not only can you save time by automating many of the reports that take 

time to format and download manually, scripts allows access to data that is not 

available in the Google interface. Reports accessed via scripts do not have a row 

limit either, meaning very large data sets can be pulled down quickly with minimal 

hassle.

Search query report automation is a prime example of how you can benefit from

employing scripts in a paid search account. Identifying queries that either perform 

well or do not perform well is both labor intensive and time consuming. Running a 

simple script allows Adwords to automatically cycle through your search queries 
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and identify those that should be negative matched and those that should be 

added to your active keyword list. Think of the amount of time that can be saved 

by simply reviewing and approving a ready-made list instead of having to compile 

all that data manually! 

Another powerful benefit of scripting is access to data that’s not available through 

standard reporting. Even though Google provides a lot of data, it can only provide 

limited insights. PPC professionals are always looking for those hidden nuggets 

of information that’s affecting account performance. Accessing and acting on the 

‘other’ data Google collects can mean the difference between success and failure of 

a PPC program. A simple script can provide insights that can truly take an account 

to the next level. 

An example of using scripts to obtain deeper account insights is identifying 

traffic or cost fluctuations. Performance deviations are hard to identify quickly 

and in the case of large accounts can take hours to pinpoint and correct. Ever had a 

feeling something was ‘off’ in your account but not sure what it was? Let’s examine 

the following scenario: An important keyword experienced a sudden 20% increase 

in traffic, yet cost per acquisition also rose by 20%. Instead of having to pick apart 

an account piece by piece to pinpoint where the problem occurred or what caused 

it, a simple script will automatically identify where the performance deviations 

occurred. A script that does this work for you saves time and money because your 

time can be spent fixing the issues instead of having to identify the source of them.

CuStom alertS and ruleS

Just keeping track of everything that’s happening in a PPC account can be a 

full time job. Manually monitoring every aspect of an account can only lead to 

something slipping through the cracks. For this reason alone, scripts should be 

used in an account as often as possible. Scripts can be the technological 

equivalent of being your ‘extra eyes and ears’. Pay-per-Click advertising is a 

never-ending series of issues and anomalies. The quicker you are notified of 

something that is out of the ordinary, (good or bad) the quicker these things 

can be understood, addressed, and capitalized upon.
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Custom alerts and rules go beyond just the automation of mundane tasks. 

Employing these rules and alerts also help your clients or organization gain a 

distinct advantage over the competition. An example of a custom rule is bidding 

based on weatherconditions. This type of bidding cannot be done through 

conventional rules andtherefore cannot be done in the conventional way. A 

weather based script usesGoogle Spreadsheets to save campaigns along with their 

corresponding geo targets.Google then makes a call to the OpenWeatherMap API 

and compares weatherconditions to the campaigns and their locations. Pre 

determined bid modifiers arethen applied according to those weather conditions. 

If weather conditions are good, keyword bids can be increased to gain a specific 

competitive advantage for that good weather day. On the contrary, if weather is 

poor, bids can be reduced. Do you think your competition would go to these lengths? 

With scripts, this can done easily.

automatIng aCCount optImIzatIonS

Optimizing accounts is tedious, time consuming, yet essential to account success.

If an account is to move to the next level of success, bids have to be adjusted, ad

copy analyzed, and keywords added or removed. These are but a few of the many

optimizations Pay-per-Click professionals must perform on an everyday basis. 

Fortunately, many of these optimizations can be automated, thereby freeing you up

to focus on the strategic rather than just the purely tactical items on your to-do list.

Bidding on any scale can be extremely complex, especially when an account has

thousands or tens of thousands of keywords. 

Bidding each and every keyword manually is time prohibitive. Figuring out how to 

manage bids for best converting and least converting keywords without a 3rd party 

tool can get cumbersome and confusing. Once again, this is where scripts come into 

play. Simply employ a script that tells Google how you want to bid and the rest 

happens automatically. Google’s automated rules can help with this process but 

employing a script provides the flexibility needed to handle the unique aspects of an 

individual account. It’s not always possible to solve specific account problems with a 
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cookie cutter approach. Scripting allows for the ability to connect with external 

data sources. For example, if you have an inventory system, bids can be raised or 

lowered depending on whether or not a product is in stock. Keywords can also be 

activated or paused based on the same premise. That’s power on a whole new level!

One can also benefit from scripts and how it applies to ad testing. An often-over-

looked aspect of ad testing is how to determine when a test is statistically 

significantand should be concluded. Once an ad test concludes, how can the 

losing ads beeither paused or deleted quickly so the new control ad can be put in 

place and a newtest started? Employing scripts that tell Google to pause the worst 

performing adsor ads performing under a certain threshold based on pre-defined 

criteria can go along way to increasing CTR% and conversion rate. Once again, 

instead of having to compile results and manually pause ads, the script has taken 

care of this for you. Although ads should be continuously tested, having scripts 

such as these in place will surely maximize performance.

ConCluSIon

The examples provided above were but a small sampling of how scripts can be a

difference maker in a your accounts. Do not hold off using them as a they are a

powerful tool in the PPC professional’s arsenal. Pay-per-Click advertising is more

competitive than it’s ever been so it’s imperative to employ anything to gain 

an edge.
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LEARN MORE WITH HANAPIN.

For help with your Converstion Rate 

Optimization, or to talk to a paid search 

professional, contact us: 

www.HanapinMarketing.com

812.330.3134

Hanapin Marketing is a paid search agency based in Bloomington, Indiana. Founded in 2004, the company 

manges & optimizes clients’ paid search programs—increasing sales while simultaneously decreasing budgets.  

From ad copy composition to keyword research to landing page optimization, Hanapin’s core objective is to  

maximize our clients’ return on investment. 


